
YORK

Date - Sunday 14 January 2018 

Location - St Olave’s School Sports Hall

Time - 4.00pm to 5.00pm

Theme - Recover & Transition

Age Group - Over 12 Girls - Mixed Ability

Session 1
Goalkeeper throws the ball 
to the centre player, who 
passes either side.  They 
become the defender and 
the other two attack 2v1 
towards the goal.  If the 
defender wins the ball, can 
they clear it over halfway. 

Coaching Points
Work on the speed of the 
attack, not running in 
straight lines and the 
support play of the other 
attacker.

Further Coaching Notes
Session 1 - The temptation for the attacking players is to run in straight lines, get them to curve their runs 
behind and in front of the defender.  The defender has to work very hard to delay the ball and try and make 
the attack a 1v1.  Be patient, but at some point they must press/defend the ball.

Session 2 - Discuss with the players where they can drop their bibs to make transition/recovery easier.  If 
no goalkeeper, use a one touch finish to score.  Players will find this hard, so be patient with them.  If no 
goals, allow only two bibs on the floor before they can score, and then progress towards all bibs.

Session 2
Play 4v4. Each team holds 
same colour bib as they 
wear.  When they complete 
a pass, they drop their bib.  
All bibs must be on the floor 
before they can go and 
score.  If they lose the ball, 
must pick up a bib before 
they can tackle.

Coaching Points
Speed of play when the 
transition occurs, don’t wait 
for the opposition, get your 
passes completed.   

Session 1 Defender work very 
hard to get back

Session 2 All bibs must be on 
the floor before you 

can go and score

After a successful 
pass, drop your bib

Don’t run in 
straight lines


